Life As It Was
No Evidence of Disease (N.E.D.)
(Written by John Boggess and William Winter)

Water from wine, hunger from bread in a world filled with answers
I see the light go on in your head, never seen something darker
So I am here to remind you, there is no cure for human
Leave your conscious behind you we’ll shine

When too many tears have watered the earth
There will bloom forth a glorious paradise
A brave world beautiful and innocent, so alive

And we’ll be avatars, wondering thru this universe
Searching for life as it was

Dream, love, live without fear or awareness
See, touch, feel, without need of your senses
Give way to the gift, let creation inherit
Time, fear, life

And we’ll be avatars wondering thru this universe
Searching for life as it was
Dream love, live life, be
Let creation inherit
Time, fear, life